
In the last two chapters we have examined a number of
properties of light and have been able to establish some
very general principles with whi~h to describe the
behavior of light. But what is light? Just knowing how
light behaves does not tell us directly what light is,
what it~s MADE OF, and how light is related to other
constituents of the universe.

When scientists are faced with the problem of figuring out
just what something IS, they create a conceptual model.
Such a model can go a long way toward explaining phenomena
and is really the major tCQI scientists possess if they
wish to explain things in addition to merely observing
them. In this chapter we will look at a not entirely

·succes~ful model for light, the so-cmllod particle model,
which was first formulated 300 years ago by Sir Isaac
Newton. We will see where this particle model agrees with
observed behavior of light and where it disagrees. The
disagreement will lead to discussion of an alternative for
light, the wave rnodel,we will find that this model take us
closer to an understanding of the nature and properties of
light. Discussion of the wave model begins in the next
chapter.
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Set up a light source in a darkened room. Using a light meter, measure
the intensity of illumination "1" (in foot-candles> at various
distances "R" (in meters> from the source.

L_J

4. Problems: page 437: *3 *4
page 447 *19

Note •••AII pages of the detailed answers from the Teacher's Resource
Book have been included in this packet. Why? Most of the
problems are thought problems which are directing you towards
particular lines of thought. It is your instructors opinion
that you need to know what the authors were thinking once you
have read and thought about the problem.

5. Using an optical bench, two light sockets and cords, a bulb of known
luminous intensity, and a Joly Photometer, determine the intensity (in
lumens> and efficiency (in lumens/watt> of 4 light bulbs (15, 40, 60,
and 100 watts>.

The intensity of a source of light is measured in candles. To
find the intensity of a light, one compares it to a standard
light source that has been calibrated. (Such a source has been
purchased and is available.>. To do this, place the standard
light source at one end of the optical bench and the unknown
light source at the other. The photometer is then placed on the
optical bench between the two light sources.

The photometer consists of two blocks of plastic separated by an
opaque material. When viewing the blocks through the hole in the
top, one .ees the light (scattered by the plastic> that is
received through its respective ends. To get a reading, adjust
the photometer until the ends of the blocks appear equally
illuminated. (Ask instructor for a suggestion relative to
obtaining excellent readings.>

The intensity of illumination is defined a. the intensity of the
source divided by the square of the distance between the light
source and the photometer. Knowing that the intensity of
illumination from both sources are equal, one can solve for the
intensity of the unknown source. (See instructor if you have
trouble setting up this mathematical relationship.> After
obtaining the intensity of the 4 bulbs (in candl.s> convert them
to (lumens>. To do this, multiple the intensity in candles by 4
pi. (Your instructor will be happy to explain why this is done.>
Next calculate the efficiency of each bulb in (lumens/watt> and
compare your results with those marked on the jackets that the
bulbs came in.



Based on the information gathered, which would you use, one
100-watt bulb or one 60-watt together with one 40-watt bulb?

Materials Needed: Photoelectric Apparatus, Power Supply, Meter Stick,
Voltmeter, Ammeter, 6.3 volt lamp bulb

7. Read: Section 21-3 The Particle Interpretation of the Photoelectric
Effect page 437

B. Problems: page 439:
page 447

Materials Needed: 1 inch steel ball, 2 large pieces and 1 small piece
of masonite, 2 sheets white paper, soft carbon paper, masking tape

10. Read: Section 21-4 The Energy of Photons and the Speed of Light
page 439

A radiometer, light source, and filter is available for further
experimentation

19. Now what? You have seen the simple particle theory of light work in
some instances while in others you have seen it fail. You have also
seen that the theory suggests new paths of investigation. Having
studied mechanics, you might develop the particle model along these
lines. You could go on and on testing new ideas which in turn might
suggest additional new ideas. You also could abandon this theory and
try something new. If you were involved in your own research program
the choice. would be yours. Here the choice has been made for you.
You will be asked to turn your attention to another model. What might
that be? •••• What else, besides light, moves?



Answers to Section Questions
1. Suppose you want to ascribe a size t(l lii!"ht partides. You

know that even two inten~e beam;:; of li¥ht can go through
each other withont any defledion. What wuuld this tell
you about particle size?

2. Consider a beam of light in a horizontal direction. Suppo~e
light particles would be deflected by the gTa\'itational field
of the earthju~t like any other particle. Would ~'ou be able
to detect the deflection over a distance of 1 km"?

Light COVel'S a distance of 1 km in
1 x 103

3 x lOs == 3 X 10-6 S.

If light pcuticles were like ordinary paliiclcs,
they \\"I.mld drop a distance i gt~ == 4,9 x
(3 x 10-6)2 == 4 X 10-11 m. Such a small de-
flection could not be detected.

3. Suppose a light meter gi\'es a reading of 1 unit when it i~ a
distance r from a light bulb, At \dwt distance from the
same source will the meter giVl: a readin;:. of 2 unit.-"?

At r/V2 == 0.71 /'.
4. 1\vo light sot1rce~ S 1 and 82 are 1. 00 meter apart. If S I is

one stalHbnl lamp :lIld 80 is three standard lamps, \\'hpre
\\'C)uld yuu place a sC!'c'en so that the intensity uf illumina-
tion i~ equal on both ~idcs?

Let ,r == the number of meters of the screen
from 51

1.0 - J' == 52' Then,
1 3

•<2 (l - .t')2

x2 - 2,(' + 1 == 3,r2

2/ + 2.1' - 1 == 0
x2 + ,r - 0.5 == 0

-1 ± VI + 2.0
x == 2

x == 0.366 m, - 1.366 m

Thus the screen should be placC'd bet \\een the
lamps at a distance of ;](;,6 cm from 5 l'

(A screen placed 1.3GGm from S 1 on t he side
away from 52 wouldrecei\'e equal illumination
from 51 and 52; but this does not satisfy the
condition:, that bot 11 sides should be equall)' illu-
minated.)

5. In terms of a particle model of light, how would you
express
(a) the brightness of a light source?
(b) the intensity of illumination falling on a surface?

(a) The number of particles leaving each sec-
ond from a unit area of the source.

(b) The number of particles striking a unit area
of the sill'face each second.

6. \\nl'n you perf 01111 photoelectric experiments using a small
incande"cent lamp a" a ~ource, and YOU wish to \'al'V the
illumination on the photocell. why do' you mO\'e the s~urce
closer or fmother away from the cell, instead of changing
the voltage across the lamp?

Changing the voltage across the lamp changes
the CUlTent and the temper"ture of the lamp.
A change in temperature of the lamp changes
the quality of the light it emits; that is. the dis-
tribution of encl'g~' among the colors of the
emitted light. l\lo\'ing the source ehanges the
illumination without chc:lllging the character of
the light emitted by the lamp.

7. Examine the g'raphs of Fii!"' 20-10 and Fig. 20-11. How
did the intensities of illumination on the photocell compare
\\'hcn the data for these two graphs \\'ere taken?

The intensity of the illumination of the photo-
cell when the gl'aph of Fig. 20-11 \\'as made
was t\\'ice the illumination when the graph of
Fig, ~O-lO was made.

8. Examine Fig, 20-8, Suppose the same violet light source
illtnninates surfacC'~ of lithium ann cC'sium, How do you
expt'ct the maximum kinetic energies uf the ejected elec-
trons to compare?

The maximum kinetic energy of the electrons
ejected from the cesium surface \\'ill be greater
than the maximum kinetic encrgy of the elec-
trons ejected from the lithium surface by the
samc violet light .

Photons of smallel' cnerg~' can eject electrons
from the cesium surface, so the binding energy
of electron::: is le:,s to the ('Psi lIm surface than
the binding energ',\' of electrons to the lithium
surface. Hence wl1('n lithium and cesium sur-
faces are illuminated with tlw same violet light,
a g:reater percentage of the C'nergy of the
photons of violet light is left OWl' to appear as
kilwtic energy in the electrons from the cesium
surface.

9. In tIll' :llidwbon a]'p:lI'atus shown in Fi;.:. 21-·1, what is thp
smalil'sl nUllJhl'l' uf I'l'\'(,!utions ]'<'r sl'l'ond at \\'hic'h the
"ct:I.~on;d lllil'l'Ol' l';ln tUl'n und ~till maEl' a nll'a,Ul'l'nWllt of
thc' SIJl'c'd of light I)()s~ible?

The smallest rate at which tIll' mirror can tUI'l1
is that rate at which the next segment of the
mirrol' \vill occupy the position of the one now
reflecting light into the obscr\'(~r's eY2 in the
time that it takes light to go to the distant
mirror and back. Since there are 8 segments
to the mirror, the mirror must turn k revolution
in this time.

70 x 103 m _ -4
The time is 3.0 x lOll mjs - 2.33 x 10 s.

Since this is the time fOl' k re\'olution, the
1

mirror must make 2.33 x
H

10-4 s == 536

revolutions per second.



1 O. Occa~ionaJ]~·thcrt' occurs in the heayens an explosion of a
~tar. prfJducing what is kn(J\\"nas a supernoya. The star
suddenl," bccome~ m"ny times brighter than before, As
you kno\\", the star~ arE' ~.) far a\\"a~"that the light from
them takes many YE'ars to reach \l~, An t'xplo~ion that we
obseryp nmst hayE' UCCUITE'(!a long time ago, and the light
has bet'n tra\"eling to\I"a]'{1u~ el't'r since. We ~ec the ex-
plosion llS a bright \\"hite light. not as a series of different
color:, alTi\"ing at different timl's, What does this show
about thc speed of light of different color~ in yacuum?

Since the explosion appear:, as white light and
not as a se(}uence of colored flashes, one can
conclude that the speeds of the \'arious colors of
light in a yacuum is the same (\\'ithin the re-
solying time of the eye) aso;uming that all colors
\\"ere released at the same time.

11. \\'hat is the time interyal bet\\"een the t\\"Op\llse~ shown in
Fig. 21-6?

12. In Fig, 21-5 the dbtllnce bet \I"('cnA and B \\'a~ 8..1meters.
What was tlw speed of the eledrons ',dlich Caused the
pulse~ sho\\"n in Fig, 21-6?

13. Usc Fig, 21-7 to fino th(, ratio of the kinetic energy of an
E'Jectron tra\"cling at a spp(>dof o"~ c to the kinetic energy
as predicted from E h = t 11/('2.

For an electron moying at 0.9 C, /)2 = (2.7 X

108)2 = 7.3 X wit, n~2.
s·

From the graph: actual E K = 0.65 Me V

E 1\ from~" lil/'~ = 0.2 MeV

r,\ actual 0.65
E r. predicted from N ewton's la\J;s 0.2

= 3.2

14. In the expeJ'in1l'nt on the pre:'~\lj'(· of light tll(' lamp deJil"-
l'!'l..d O,~ \I"att~ on'r an area of abuut 1 cm', How doe" thl?
en('rg,l" flux of thi~ light compare \\"ith the :,olar c()n~tant?

Energy flux of the light = 0.8 x (00)2 = 8 x
10:1 \\"att:,jm2•

The :-uhl' con:-tant i:- 1.38 x 10:1 \\att:,jm2•

The lamp d0Ji\'cl':" mergy ;1! a rate of ;),8
time:-! 110:-o!:tl' com:(ant.

15. l'sing the :,olill' ('Oll"t:lllt (::;('uil,n 20 -3) c"lclilak tll!' f01Te
c:>ocr\(,dby the ~un ('n 1.0111' of a IlPrfectly reflecting ;:ur,
fae" of a ~atl'ilit('. at right angle;: to the ~un.

p = ~ , enerp,\, flux.c <c.

3 X210S x 1.38 X 103 = 9.2 X 10-6 Njm2

F on 1 m2 = 9.2 X 1O-r. N

16. Upon which objt'ct \I"(,lddlight ('xeI1 the greater pre~;:urp,
a clear piece of gla" 01'a mirror'!

Light exert:, the greater pressure on the
mirror.

From a mirror, most of the incoming ph(l(ons
of mom0ntum p are reflected, with a change of
moment UJl1of - 2 p.

From a clear piece of gla:"s, most of the
photons pass thl'ough and exchange no mo-
mentum \\'ith the gla"s; those that are absorbed
undergo a change of momentum of - p only,

17. A beal11of red light and" be:ll11of blue light eX('I't the ,'ame
pre,;:lIre on a ~urface th"t they strike, \\"hat can be said
about the relatiH' 11lunbers of photons in the \11"0 beam,,?

Since the pressures of the beam:3 are the same.
their energyfluxe,s are the same. Since
photons of red light calTY less energy than
photons of blue light, then:: must be more
photons in the beam of red light.

18. From Fig, HI-ll. can yUli tell \\"hether large or small
angles of incidence cause mOl'e particle~ to be reflected at a
surface?

The larger angles of incidence cause more par-
ticles to be reflected at a surface.

19. Suppo;:e you are on the bank of a ri\'er at night. Opposite
you on thl? other hank i;: a ~treet light. Y (lU h::\'e a 't'n;:i-
tive light meter and a meterstick, Ho\\" would you deter-
mine thl? dist ance acro;;~ the river?

Stand at the bank of t1w ri\'l'I' and note the
}'('ading of! he light n10!PI' dil'peted at the :-;tl'e<.'t

light. 1\1o\'e direl'tly ;l\\"ay from the b~lI1kuntil
the read ill;! on the meter i" : as much. The
distance bc,t \\'een you and t1w hank i:, the sallW
a>; the distance acro,,:, the ri\'er.

20. It might be ima)!ined that on l'ach I'l'flt'dilln the 'I"'t'd of
Jig-ht deen'a~l's ~light Iy, A~;:umin)! that you can n1('a~ul'l'
the speed of Jig-ht (~('e ~I'ction 21-,n, dl'~cribl' an l'\I"'ri-
ment dl'~igned to tl'~t the a"t'ltilln that rdl,'ction dlll'~ not
change the speer!. '

Even though you could mea,;ure the speed of
light, there \\'ot1ld be a limit to the accUl'<Ic~'
with \\'hich you could J11eaSUl'eit, as thE'l'e i:" for
any phyo;ical mea:=:l1I'ement. If a decrea,;e in
speed OJ)reflection actually took pbce, the de-
crease might be so slight that you could not de-
tect it. It would be nece,;sary to amplil\ the
effect before you cotlld hope to measurE' it.
Hence, your experimental pnlCpdure \\"otdd
have to use many reflection:, in succe>;~ion. A
vm-iety of arrangements could be made. For
example: :'ou could reflect the light baek and
forth between two long, pandlel minor,;. ,;il-
vereel on their facing surfaces so that the light
would not ha\'e to pass through any gla,;s (Fig,
R21-4).



You would h,n-e to determine the lengi h of
the light path through this apparatus, then ar-
range to measme the speed of light oyer a path
of eqllal1engt h, with only the reflection at the
distant minor taking place as ShO\nl in Fi~.
R21-4. Nothing has been said about the
mechanism by which light is reflected. You
could as readily suppose that a slight time
delay occurs during each reflection \\'ithout a
change in speed, rather than in a slight change
in speed without a time delay. YOil could mod-
ify the procedme so as to c!'istinguish bet\\'een
these p08sibilities; if you put the part of the
path where the light undergoes many refleC-
tions between the source of light and the strobe
instead of between the strobe and the distant
mirror.

Shine the ,,'hite light on the photocell and place
the color filtel's in Qj'der from violet to red in
front of the photocell, and note the color of the
filter where no more current goes through the
photocell. Place the glass slab in front of the
light and again place the color filters in fl'ont of
the VbotoCE-ll one by one. If the cell current
stops at the same color, the glass has no effect
on the photon energies.

23. (a) Using the sular eonstant (Section 20-3), calculate the
force exer~ed on the earth by the ~un'~ light. Assume
that the light is completely ab~orbed. and that the
earth acts like a disk with the radius of a great circle.

(b) Ho\\" doe~ this for~e compare with the sun's gravita-
tional force on the earth?

(a) For a surface that absorbs photons,
1p = - (energv flux)c •.

21. Blue light from a given source ejects electrons from a
Jithium-eoatpd plate \dth a ma"imum kinetic E'nerg:' of 0.3
e\', Thl' ~ame light ejl'cts eleetrons from a cpsium-coated
phltP with a maximum kint'lic energy of 0,7 e\'. What can
you say about the difference in binding energy of the
lea"t-bound electron, in the t\\'O metals?

1
F = PA = 3.0 X 108 X 1.38 X 103

X 7T

X (6.38 X 106)2 = 5.9 X 108 N

F = GM~mE
r-

The binding eneq::!y of the least-bound electron
in lithium is 0.4 e Y more than the binding en-
ergy of the least-bound electron in cesium,

6.67 X 1O-1J x 1.98 X 10~o X 5.98 X 1024

(1.49 X 1011)2

22. Suppose you han a source of white light, a photocell with
its as,ociated ammeter. sen~l'a] color filters, and a
I'arailel-sidcl] slab of gla~s, How <,()uldyou ~ho\\' that the
elll'r!-!'iesof photons are not chantred by pa,sing through the
glass?

The gra\'itational force is 6 x 1013 times
larger than the force due to the pressure
of sunlight.

24. \\llY do we not have enough infonl1ation at this stage to de-
tprmine the energy of a single photon of a given color?

Although we can measure directly the energy
b)'ought by a beam of light of any color, \\'e
ha \'e at this stage no way of counting the
number of photons bringing the energy,

distant
mirror



This film provides an experimental demonstration of the pressure exerted by a
beam of light. It also illustrates ho\\! the search for a small effect requires the study
and successive elimination of masking phenomena. It is intended for use with Section
15-4 of the PSSC physics text.

Summory:

The particle model of light suggests that a beam of light should exert a pres-
sure on an illuminated object. A demonstration with particles shows that the pressure
on a reflecting surface should be double that on an absorbing surface. Hence the
Crookes I radiometer with its vanes shiny on one side and black on the other should
rotate when illuminated with the shiny sides trailing. The actual experiment shows
the rotation to be in the opposite direction! This can be understood from the kinetic
theory of gases, which predicts a larger recoil of the residual gas molecules from
the hotter black surfaces than from the shiny surfaces. It is suggested that the effect
of the light pressure is ma.sked by this action. Reducing the residual gas pressure in
the radiometer reduces tnis effect and the pinwheel stops. If light pressure is to be
demonstrated, it is apparent that a de\ice with far less friction than the radiometer
pinwheel is required.

The demonstration of light pressure is accomplished by using a torsion pendu-
lum in which an extremely fine quartz fiber supports a very thin piece of aluminum
foil. The gas pressure in the apparatus is reduced to about 10 -1.1 atmospheres. Even
with this sensitivity, one must use the phenomenon of resonance to make the effect of
light pressure clear beyond any doubt.

Points for Discussion and Amplification:

(a) Note that this experiment, dramatic as it is, does not distinguish between
particle and wave theory of light; for both particle and wave theories predict the same
light pressure. The dynamics of waves, however, are not covered in this course. (See
Appendix 7 of the Teacher's Guide.)

(b) The actual light pressure (measured by the foil deflection) exerted by the
beam used by Professor Zacharias in the final demonstratIon is stated to be about
10 - 9 atmospheres. If the deflection were due to a difference in gas pressure on the
two sides of the foil, the difference could at best amount to only a minute fraction of
the actual gac pressure. The gas pressure in this experiment was about 10-11 atmos-
pheres, so there can be no doubt that the observed deflection is not due to the pres-
sure of the residual gas. So apparently the observed deflection is due to the pressure
of light.



(c) It may be well to point out that very small effects can often be magnified
by using the phenomenon of resonance as displayed in the film. Often systems like the
foil on the fiber have a natural rate of vibration and can be set in motion with very
weak forces if the pushes are timed to match the natural vibration.

Some everyday examples of this would be a child on a swing where his ampli-
tude is increased by "p11mping" at the proper time, and a motorist stuck in the mud
or snow who frees himself by "rocking" the car.

(d) A very careful electrostatic shielding is necessary in this demonstration.
To achieve this, the inside of the glass tube containing the foil was covered with a
very thin, transparent, metallic coating. This invisible electrostatic shield can be com-
pared with the wire-screen shield used in the Cavendish experiment in the film, Forces.

(e) The equilibrium size of many stars comes about roughly as follows: Gravi-
tational attraction pulls the gaseous material of a star into a smaller and smaller
sphere. As this compression goes on, the temperature of the gas goes up and the
pressure of light emitted by the gas increases very rapidly indeed with temperature.
The light radiating outward pushes increasingly hard lL"1tilthe gravitational contractive
pressure is balanced by the outward light pressure, resulting in a stable condition of
equilibrium.

(f) To better appreciate the small effect of the pressure of sunlight, have the
student convert the 3 x 10 -II atmospheres, mentioned in the film, to pounds per square
mile. Using one atmosphere as 15 lb/in2 (which is about 6 x 1010 lb/mi2), 3 x 10-11

atmospheres can be shown to correspond to approximately 1.8 pounds per square mile.

(g) Students frequently ask how an electronic pump works. A simplified ex-
planation is that it ionizes gas molecules in a small region between two charged elec-
trodes, and then strongly pulls the positive ions into one electrode. Prepumping to
about 10-1 atmospheres is required for the electronic pump. An essential aspect of
the device is that the positive ions must strike the negative electrode with such a high
velocity that they bury themselves in it.

For students interested in more information on ultrahigh vacuum techniques and
pump construction, the March 1962 Scientific American contains a good article on the
present state of the technology in this field.



Chapter 21 STUDY NOTES -1-

A. Where Energy From a Light Bulb Goes

Light In-frared Conduction-
(Heat) Convection

100-watt Incandescent 10Y. 72% 18Y.

40-watt Fluorescent 20 33 30

400-watt Lucalox 30 35 20

B. Definition of Lumen
(rate at which luminous energy is emitted, transmitted, or received)

A lumen is the luminous -flux on a UNIT sur-face all points o-f which are at
UNIT distance -from a point source o-f one (1) candle.
There are 4 pi unit areas in the sur-face o-f a sphere. Thus the total
luminous -flux emitted by a source is 4 pi lumens per candle o-f luminous
intensity.

C. Expected Lumens per Watt

Maximum Predicted (Theory) 220
Maximum to Date 140

Range -for present light sources

Incandescent 17-22
Mercury 56-63
Fluorescent 67-83
Multi-vapor 85-100
Lucalux 105-130

D. Comparison Li-fe Cycle Costs (20 years)

For: 10,000 sq oft at 100 oft-candles cost to re-lamp is $2 per lamp
Lights on 4000 hr/yr. Cost o-f electricity based on :$.03/KWHR

Number Cost Per Fixture Initial Total Energy Used
Fixtures Installed Cost Cost in KWHR

Incandescent 142 $ 116 :$ 16,500 $ 234,000 5,900,000

Mercury 108 175 19,000 138,500 3,600,000
Fluorescent 77 174 13,400 104,400 2,000,obo
Multivapor 61 203 12,400 90,500 2,200,000
Lucalux 40 284 11,400 62,800 1,400,000



2. Set up a light source in a darkened room. Using a light meter, measure the
intensity of illumination "IiI (in foot-candles) at various distances from
the source "R" (in meters).
a. How is "I" related to "R" ?

I
Using an optical bench, two sockets and cords, a bulb of known luminous intensity,
and a Joly photometer, determine the intensity (in candles) and efficiency (in
candles/watt) of 4 light bulbs (15, 401 60, and 100 watts).

The intensity of a source of light is measured in candles. To find the
intensity of a li£ht one compares it to a standard light source calibrated
before purchase. To do this, place the standard light source at one end of
the optical bench a~d the lmknown light source at the other. The photometer
is then placed on the optical bench between the two light sources.
The photometer consists of two blocks of plastic separated by an opaque
material. When viewin3 the blocks through the hole in the top, one sees the
light (scattered by the plastic) that is received through its respective ends.
To get a reading, edjust the photometer until the ends of the blocks appear
equally illuminatedo
The intensity of illumination is defined as the intensity of the source
divided by the square of the distance between the light source and the
photometer. Knowing that the intensity of illumination from both sources are
equal, one can solve for the intensity of the unknown source. (See instructor
if you have trouble setting up this mathematical relationship.)
After determining the intensity of the four bulbs, calculate the efficiency
of each source in ~andles/watto Based on the information gathered, which
would you use, one 100-1.·mttbulb or one 60-1.·ratttogether with one 40-watt bulb?

A proper report is expected.

Note •••An explaination about Q~its of illumination
Illumination intensity, as you discovered, obeys an inverse-square law. Here
we want to define the physical units which apply to illumination intensity.
These definitions do not seem to relate when used in the equation that
follows, yet this is the way we do it.
a. Candle: The amount 2.£ lip',£liJ2.roducec!Py ~ light source. It is measured

in terms of a standard candlec The candle is defined as the
intensity of the light emitted through an opening 1/60 of a
square centimeter in area from a hollow enclosure maintained
at the temperature of solidification of platinum, about 17730 C.
Thus, 1". 25 .£.~2dl&.light bulb produces the same amount of light
as 25 of these st~ ca~dles.

b. Footcandle: The intensity of illumination measured at a point is given
in footcandleso One foot candle is the intensity of
illu:nination measured 0l!.'3 foot away from a ,standard candle.

(Measured Intensity)
in foot candles

(Source Intensity)
in candles

1

distance2
1

2feet


